
 

 

“How do you write the jokes after you 
have a headline & your list?” 

 

Listing Technique - Lesson #1 

So you’ve found a headline story you want to cover. You’ve identified the two 

or more dissimilar ideas you want to converge in the headline. Now it’s time to 

write the jokes. Or is it? For the life of you you can’t seem to come up with any 

jokes. 

You’re stuck!  
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Is this happening to you? 

Well, let me help you walk through this process and see if we can come up with 

some jokes together.  

In this lesson we are going to take some headlines submitted by students and 

walk through the process of taking the head line, identifying the dissimilar ideas 

and coming up with the jokes.  

Don’t worry, by the time we get through this you’ll have a better understanding 

of how it all works. 

First of all you have to take a moment to congratulate yourself. Because if 

you’ve come up with a set up based on a headline in the news, then it’s a big 

accomplishment. Some people really struggle with that part by itself.  

When you’re making the lists, ask yourself these questions: 

● Did I write out and identify the subcategories? 

○ People 

○ Places 

○ Things 

○ Words 

○ Phrases 

○ Cliches 

○ Events 

 

● In my list do I have at least 20 elements listed under each of the 

ideas? 

● Do I have at least one phrase and one cliche? 

● Am I getting specific enough to trigger something familiar to a 

listener or reader so they might recognize the phrase? Like a 

quote from a famous person or a famous branding statement or 

slogan from a company? 

● Is the headline setup written as though it was being spoken by a 

person? 
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So below, I’m going to  take a headline I received from a student. I’ll include 

what the student came up with, identify where I believe the block occurred and 

then show some steps to fix it.  

President Trump said that in April “COVID-19 dies and goes away due to the 

hotter weather.”  

 

This student did a great job coming up with the headline and creating the table. 

Notice that below her table she added the 3 questions. 

1. Is there an assumption, expectation or image that I can shatter? 

2. Is there a double-entendre play? 

3. Are there two or more dissimilar ideas converging? 

Great start. 

This is where the student’s block occurred. 
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Here’s what that student wrote: 

“I’ve come up with a ton of headlines/setups and was able to make lists for 

them but I’m not sure how to come up with the punchline from the list.” 

You saw her list in the image above. 

The first thing I would say is she got two good dissimilar ideas from the 

headline:  

President Trump said that in April “supposedly COVID-19 dies and goes away 

due to the hotter weather.”  

Her two ideas were Trump and April/Heat. That’s great. But I think there’s 

another idea missing and it’s extremely important.  

Anyone willing to take a guess? 

(Seconds tick by like it’s a question from Dora the Explorer). 

If you guessed COVID-19 or the CoronaVirus, you would be correct. 

The entire premise is based on this primary subject. I mean that’s the whole 

thing Trump is talking about. 

First, it’s extremely important to understand that it’s very common that this 

happens when you’re just beginning to write using this technique.  

It's still something that happens to me NOW! 

Sometimes we’re so close to a piece of material that we can’t see it. We 

sometimes assume to ourselves that since it’s so obvious, we don’t think we 

need to build a list on it.  

Keep in mind there are some headlines that might have 5 converging ideas in 

the set up. We don’t have to use ALL of them, but in this case, I would 

definitely build a list using COVID-19 as one of the dissimilar ideas. 

Let’s go to the table: 

President Trump said that in April “supposedly COVID-19 dies and goes away 

due to the hotter weather.” 
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First we ask: is the headline/setup written as if a host was speaking? Is it 

written as if the host is telling a story to the audience and NOT like a headline? 

Sometimes a good way to get the inspiration to write it this way is if you find a 

story in print (online or in a newspaper, etc.), that you want to write a joke on, 

it’s good to google it to see if you can find a newscaster who’s talking about it.  

It’s a great way to see the difference between the news story as a written 

headline and then see and/or hear it as it is spoken. 

Then once we have the headline, it might read like this: 

President Trump said that in April “COVID-19 dies and goes away due to the 

hotter weather.” 

Step #1: Identify the dissimilar ideas converging in the headline. 

Step #2: Begin to free associate ideas that relate to those ideas. For 

inspiration use the subcategories of People, Places, Things, Words, Phrases, 

Cliches, Events.  

For example: In this instance of you’re listing for Trump you might come up 

with a few ideas then run into a block. At that point you might look at the 

subcategories and say, “Hmm… what phrases or cliches relate to Trump?” Or 

What Phrases, ideas things relate to April, etc. Be sure to put those in the list. 

Step #3: While you’re making the lists be open to ideas that may spark a joke. 

The list may even spark a joke that isn’t related to the headline. If a joke--any 

joke comes to mind, leave the list and write down the joke. You can always 

come back to the list.  

Step #4: Once you are done coming up with associations for one idea, move to 

the next, until you have associations for all of the converging ideas in the 

setup. In this instance you would have at least 20 associations for Trump, at 

least 20 for April/Hot Weather, and at least 20 for Covid-19/Coronavirus. 

Step #5 

With all that fodder of associated words, instances, events, cliches, let your 

mind imagine how you could use these ideas to create a joke that proves the 

original statement wrong. Or supports your angle.  
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This is where it can get challenging. Don’t let it get you down. It may take a 

while and it may take some repetition, but eventually it will come to you. If it 

still doesn’t then you can set up a private coaching session with me and I will 

coach you through it. 

So let’s take another look at the headline and start making our lists! This may 

seem tedious at first--it did for me--but now it’s my favorite part because 

there’s no pressure. You’re just making lists. Feel free to use the internet to 

look up more associations if you want to really flesh it out. The deeper the list 

the better the jokes.  
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President Trump said that in April “COVID-19 dies and goes away due 

to the hotter weather.” 

 

Trump April/Hotter Weather COVID-19/CoronaVirus 

Orange Julius April Fool’s Day China Virus 

President April Showers bring 

May Flowers 

Just like the Flu 

Reality Show Star 4th month of the year Stock Market’s down 

The Apprentice Hotter weather Caused recession 

“You’re fired!” Yeah April known for 

it’s hot weather 

Corona Virus 

Grab ‘em by the pussy People will be going 

to the beach corona 

virus is afraid of the 

waves. Waves kill 

corona virus 

Corona Beer 

Payoff Strippers Rising temperatures Came from bats then 

transferred to humans via a 

host animal 

Cheats on his wives Rising Thermometer COVID-19 is the disease 

Coronavirus is the type of 

virus 

Spray tans Wear less clothing Most contagious virus in a 

century 

Vladimir Putin Go to the beach Pandemic 

Impose tariffs Here comes the sun Epidemic (what’s the 

difference?) 

Give a tax cut to the 

wealthy 

Summer Lovin’ Cured with malaria drug 

Separate Families Hot April Days Causes dry cough 
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Close the borders Go swimming Fever 

Ban Travel Get a Slurpee Body aches 

White House Have picnics Chills 

Melania Trump Barbecues Nausea 

Donald Trump Jr. Corona Virus hates 

grilled meat 

Diarrhea 

Eric Trump Clam Bakes Sore Throat 

Ivanka Trump Fish Fries “Other Virus Stuff” 

Air Force One Baseball season Sometimes Death 

Looked at the sun during 

an eclipse 

Beach volleyball Death rate is .3 or .4 

Actually I think it will be 

more like .1 

Likes to pass executive 

orders 

Bathing suits We should get back to work 

Likes people to think he’s 

tough 

Earth heats up I’ve always known it was a 

pandemic… you know after I 

said it was a Democratic 

hoax.” 

Berates journalists Convertibles have 

their tops down 

Coronavirus is a family of 

viruses.  

Gets advice from Fox 

News 

Girls wear shorts COVID-19 is the disease 

that results from 

Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 

Sean Hannity Long legs Tested Positive 

Hydroxychloroquine Tans Tested Negative 

Azithromyacin Skimpy bikinis Wear masks 

Malaria Drugs Too much for corona 

virus 

Don’t wear masks 

Daily Press Breifings April you know that’s Wash your hands for 20 
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when all the summer 

vacations begin 

seconds with soap and 

water 

His hair Spring break, as in, 

break out in a fever 

and cough 

Hand sanitizer 

“Anyone who wants a test 

can get a test.” 

Trump likes it hot. 

You know who 

doesn’t? Coronavirus. 

Disinfectant 

Often being contradicted 

by his experts 

Trump knows more 

about hotness than 

anyone 

Bleach 

He’s better than everyone 

at everything 

Tweets  SARS 

Still blames Obama What do his tweets 

say about hot April 

MERS 

Everything is the 

Democrats fault 

Sweat SWINE FLU 

Small hands Sunburn Social distancing 

Mike Pence Heat exhaustion Safer at home 

Vice President Air conditioning Shelter at home 

You’re a terrible reporter Take the boat out Lock down 

Doesn’t wear a mask Surfing Quarantine 

Signs bills into law Sunny 6-feet apart 

Signs executive orders “Lots of hot things 

happen in April. The 

Titanic for one.” 

Schools canceled 

Wants people to praise 

him 

 Stay at home 

Everything is a witch hunt   Essential Workers 

Called the coronavirus a  Medical Workers 
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democratic hoax “Make 

me look bad.” 

Said there would be 15 

cases that would 

miraculously disappear 

 Front line workers 

Wears suits, won’t wear a 

mask 

 Hospitals are over run 

Hates science  Running out of masks 

Tested Negative. They 

finally gave him an IQ 

test? 

 Running out of gloves 

They say he tested 

negative. He’s 2 for 2, 

because he’s also polling 

negative 

 PPEs 

Sean Hannity  Contagious 

Lies   Contract the disease 

Misstates Facts  Bless you doesn’t do it 

anymore 

Fires people who disagree 

with him 

 Fever  

Trump says he has a very 

High IQ 

 Fatigue 

Trump said he’s a very 

stable person.” 

 6 feet separation 

Had an affair with a 

Playboy Model 
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President Trump said that in April, COVID-19 “dies and goes away due 

to the hotter weather.”  

 

I think when Trump said April is hot, he meant “Miss April.”  

Let’s all put our hands together and pray that the same thing happens to that 

other disease, FoxNews. [DROP-IN: FOXNEWS LOGO] 

I don’t know why he would say that, because April’s not traditionally recognized 

as a hot month. You know who can tell you that? The captain of the Titanic! 

Wait, no he can’t... because he hit an ICEBERG!  

They say that you can tell if you have the corona virus if you have a fever, are 

nauseous, feel fatigued. Every time I watch Trump’s press conferences I think I 

have it, because I’m exhausted and I wanna throw up. 

One thing Corona Virus is not getting credit for: Giving a new definition to “April 

Fools” [DROP-IN: PICTURE OF TRUMP AND SEAN HANNITY] 

This whole corona virus has made us see things we have never seen in our 

lifetimes. Empty grocery store shelves, People wearing face masks, Mike Pence 

looking presidential. 

With all the shit coming out of the Whitehouse briefings this is the wrong time 

to run out of toilet paper. 

Has anyone else noticed that nobody in the Whitehouse has tested positive for 

Coronavirus. As it turns out they tested positive for something much more 

deadly; stupidity. 

Reports coming out of the Whitehouse keep saying that Trump tested negative. 

(Looking at a paper) Wait--that was his IQ Test.  

 

One of the important things to remember when doing the listing technique is to try to get 

as deep as you can with the lists. Get specific, think of quotes, brands, people that are 

recognizable, etc.  
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And also remember that the listing technique will usually inspire jokes that have nothing to 

do with the original set up, but may be part of the same subject matter. When that 

happens stop listing and write down the joke! 

Because you can always get back to the listing. 
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